
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Minutes and Discussion: 
 

 Tamara explained the district budget, academic return on investment, and thanked the group whose help and 
guidance are needed. 

 Rob from RSP said the committee has been asked to make recommendations for the Board. 

 Discussion ensued about the innovative school allowed by recent legislation/grant with questions asked and 
answered (i.e., is there green space at Hughes, etc). This info will be posted off the main page under the green tab 
“facilities updates”. 

 Discussion about Saxvik being used for a repurpose. Review of issues with Saxvik building (students have adjusted to 
new schools, Saxvik still lacks parking, handicap access, 1 million in annual savings to the district by repurposing staff 
and materials, etc) 

 Discussion about the number of students north of the interstate vs. the number of schools north of the interstate. 

 Discussion about boundaries with questions about the population density map of expected growth (map hard to read) 
-would help the group know which schools to add on to, where to buy land, etc. Rob explained maps were shared in 
meetings 1 & 2 and growth is built into yield rates on the capacity/enrollment charts. 

 Plans from Northridge scaled back or changed. Discussion about neighborhood schools both in terms of value and 
cost. 

 Neighborhood schools cost quite a bit more per student (small ones) so what do we do if we close Roosevelt or 
Highland Acres?  

 Part of the problem with boundary changes is areas look big but if they build in the country they may have to get 
bussed in to where we have space for them. 

 Question: why is secondary not being discussed:. Answer: last year’s committee did this work resulting in the bond for 
middle and high schools. 

 Discussion about district land. BPS has land acquisiton options due to the 70 acres BPS owns (more land than BPS has 
had in a long time). Can be traded or sold to get land in closer proximity to where a new school may eventually be 
needed, based on growth. 

 Question about innovative school’s timing. Answer: felt timing is right: our teachers need the innovative school as a 
training site to learn, debrief, onboard new teachers, etc.  

 Darin will discuss cost savings per capita of schools. 

 Different grade configuration discussion raised. Rob stated the group likely would not going to discuss grade 
configuration tonight. It’s been discussed in the past, and grade configuration was changed a few years ago to K-5, 6-8 
and 9-12. That was a big change at the time. 

 Rob walked through the Powerpoint for meeting #4. 

 Table talk regarding homework Renae sent out. 

 (Breakdown of cost options) “Digging Deeper: Cost of Elementary Schools”:  

 Discussion of quality of education vs. size of a school building. 

 Discussion of innovative school at Roosevelt or Highland Acres. 

 Discussion regarding efficiency and cost per student in terms of what buildings it makes sense to add on to…doing an 
addition and going from one section to two, have not found efficiencies.  

 Question: why is the committee considering Highland Acres as a two section and closing other three sections which 
leaves us with efficiency issues. Discussion of short and long term plans. Discussion that larger schools have principals 
and assistant principals and more full time specialists, relationships with families are built in a larger school just as 
they are in smaller ones. 
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 Discussion of taxpeyers and need to explain to taxpayers and justify the inefficient smaller schools—it’s what happens 
in the classroom that counts. Quality teaching and mix of students are more of a factor than school size. Concern that 
taxpayers need to know the efficiency ratio.  

 Discussion of putting an innovation school within an existing school and discussion of Northridge becoming less 
efficient if it falls from 450 to 300. Acknowlegmeent that Northridge badly needs upgrades.   

 Discussion of boundary changes in 2018-19 as shown on Powerpoint.  

 Brief review of 1A and 1B to discuss what we likely support and what we don’t like. 

 Concept 2 based on last three meetings, up for study and discussion. Review and draw on maps. 

 Hours of discussion and challenges. Rob worked the group through clicker questions to find if there was consensus on 
the following questions/statements.  Questions not caught verbatim; just general idea: 

 
 

Clicker Question results: 
 
1) “I can support the definition provided for consensus?”  

88.9% yes 
11.1% = no 
 

2) “Based on district funding, four section schools are the most efficient size school which should be supported by the 
community overtime” 
79% absolutely / mostly 
21% somewhat 
zero very little / not at all 
 

3) “Community should continue to invest in schools in core v building new schools in growing areas”  
2%  absolutely 
46.7% mostly 
20% somewhat 
10% very little 
 

4) “Investing in schools located in core area of community means working toward plan to increase size of school to four 
section schools”  
33% absolutely 
23% mostly 
40% somewhat 
3.3% very little 

 

Discussion about the limit of funds, cannot commit building fund forever to elementary schools, only have so much money 
each year. 

 
5) “If site cannot support larger more efficient school, community must be educated on cost of maintaining less efficient 

school v creating four section school”  
63.3% absolutely 
26.7% mostly 
10% somewhat 
zero very little / not at all 
 

6) “Long term elementary solution (5+yrs) will require new four section or larger elem school where residential growth 
is”  
69% absolutely 
20.7% mostly 
10% somewhat 
zero very little / not at all 

Discussion that it would take time (and buidling fund money) to  

 
7) “The following should be considered for early childhood  being built into two or three section schools due to 

efficiency goals”  
33%  Highland Acres 
66.7% Roosevelt 



8) “I recommend to the Board which concept”:  
46.7% Con 1A 
43.3% Con 1B 
10% Con 2 

Committee has not arrived at consensus on “which concept? Question. More lenghtly discussion.  

 
9) “I recommend to the School Board”  

33.3% Con 1A 
66.7% Con 1B 
 

10) “I can live with Concept 1B”  
21.4% absolutely 
42.9% mostly 
21.4% somewhat 
10.7% very little 
3.6% not at all 

Committee member challenges regarding Northridge and if it makes sense to put millions in Northridge buidling (staff are 
excellent, community is great, building is worn out. Is it worth it?). 

Discussion about Northridge, efficiency, single section elementary (Highland Acres) 

 
11) “If possible, I would like to delay or minimize funds for Northridge equity”  

26.9% absolutely 
34.6% mostly 
26.9% somewhat 
3.8% very little 
7.7% not at all 

Discussion. 
12) “Should there be investments at Northridge”  

13.8% absolutely 
13.8% mostly 
44.8% somewhat 
20.7% very little 
6.9% not at all 

 More discussion on Northridge. 

 
13) “Northridge should have 1M for equity to improve building now and allow exploration of what is best for NR” 

46.2% Yes 
53.8% No 
 

14) “Northridge building should have …how much”  
25.9% = none 
40.7% = 1M 
33.3% = 2.7M 

15) “The District should start an innovative program & look to build toward school as efficient as traditional programming” 

Question regarding if enrollment would be cross section of BPS. Answer, yes, goal is to have school population reflective of all 
BPS in terms of SES, special education, ethnicity, etc. 

46% absolutely 
23% mostly 
15% somewhat 
7.7% very little 
7.7% not at all 

16) I agree Centennial Elementary becomes more efficient resulting in that building improvement after Grims addition as 
shown in 1B: 

92% = yes  8% = no 



17) I most prefer, if space available, to have 1B students shown at Highland Acres and Roosevelt attend Grims in lieu of 
spending funds (addition) on Highland Acres? 

84% = yes  16% = no 

Question to ensure principal would still have a job if Roos and HA did not have students. Answer, yes. 

18) BPS should look for additonal land closer to or w/in city limits: 

53.6% absolutely 
32.1% mostly 
10.7% somewhat 
3.6% very little 
zero not at all 

19) I feel the time I spent working toward a solution will benefit the community, teachers, & students: 

60% absolutely 
33.3% mostly 
6.7% somewhat 
zero very little / not at all 

 
 

 

Committee thanked for dedication to this hard work. 

Meeting ended at 10.30 p.m. Rob will summarize in his PPT presentation to the Board in June. 

 


